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Game loads, there is sound, but the screen is black. Restarted a few times and always the same.. Dear Steam, please give us a
"meh" button or stop the game reviews. The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe is a not-so-good-not-so-bad HOG. The plot is a
simplified version of good old Robinson. There are lots of HO scenes . After each successful scene, Robin constructs some part
of his ship. Most of the hidden object scenes are above par but after the first half of the game, it changes dramatically. In a
scene you will be asked to search a "part of a duck". But what the heck is a "part of a duck"? Feet? Wings? Head? Is it fresh or
cooked? No clue. Or in another you will need to find a green butterly on a green background. The damn thing was perfectly
camouflaged. If you want to finish it, use yor hints wisely. Overall, the game is not very bad. It still gives a lot of joy, if you are
content with the hint button. My final judgement is a "neg" because I don't have a "meh" button. 5/10.. I like this game because
most of the puzzels are just hidden object puzzles. This game is not a mix of hidden object puzzles and 'adventure game'-type
puzzels (if you know what I mean), like you see in a lot of modern hidden object games. And you can just skip all the story, if
you want to. I recommend this game, but before you buy it you need to know: this game runs at a resolution of 800x600, which
can make finding some of the objects difficult on a modern high-res screen.. I know i don't have a lot of playtime but that time
was enough for me to know i wasn't really feeling this one. this Hog was not worth it. you can't see anything when you do
windowed and can't adjust the size of the window. it was just added without it seems of any support. so if it doesn't work then
you lost your money. it feels like its very old but i didn't care enough to look. i know hogs normally aren't my style of game but
sometimes you just know that it won't work for you.. Low resolution graphics are dated and make it sometimes difficult to see
objects wich is the point of the game. But apart from that it's 5 hours classic fun. Only recommend it at very low price, unless
you like real vintage nostalgic stuff.. Adventures of Robinson Crusoe is a Point&Click / HiddenObject game which is inspired
by Daniel Defoe's world famous book. The puzzles are varied and range from easy to difficult. Not so good is the graphics, a bit
old-fashioned, and the playtime is a bit short for the price, but otherwise a nice little casual game.. hmm this particular game is
all hidden object and not much of a story. Not much of adventure like a few other hidden objects I've played. It hasn't been an
hour and I am already bored with it. Then the curser moves by itself and points to nothing. I suppose it's suppose to be a hint but
it's useless. Nothing is there. The curser moving by itself is a bit annoying lol. I like to see what happens next when it comes to
hidden object games so I tend to play 5-6 hrs straight.this game just doesn't have the flair. I will however finish this. I have
finished the first chapter. I just hate leaving anything unfinished.like building the boat lol.. Surprisingly difficult Hidden Object
game, which goes out of it's way to make things difficult for the player. For example, find a cat, but all you can see is the tip of
it's tail. The game wouldn't run properly, and had to be played in windowed mode, which was small and made things even more
difficult, or was black screen if I tried running full screen, even after applying the fixes mentioned in the forums. On the good
side, the music and sound effects were fitting. The graphics reminded me of a remastered Monkey Island, and the game even
had one easter egg towards the aforementioned game. The puzzles within the HO scenes were really well done and required a lot
of thought, something more modern HO games could borrow from. Overall, if you like HO games, and fancy a challenge rather
than a story line, you could do worse. I don't think I've ever needed to use the hint option in a HO game as much before! Try to
pick it up on discount and you might be surprised.
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